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WINTER NEWSLETTER 2014

VIDEO FOR LEARNING

Explore our site:

Bringing education and training to life
We are delighted to present a selection of our exciting new
educational programming for Winter 2014. This is a small
fraction of what we have available across multiple subject
categories. Please visit our website for more information.
Find out more

Fat vs Sugar
What’s worse for you; fat or
sugar? It's a question that's
been generating huge amounts
of heat in the world's media;
from the outer reaches of the
Internet to the front pages of
the New York Times. So what's
the scientific truth?

Sacred Wonders of Britain
Exploring major new
discoveries about what our
ancestors believed, this series
reveals how these ancient
people’s view of the sacred
meets our own today.

Byzantium: A Tale of Three
Cities
Istanbul has been the capital
city of three empires: Roman,
Byzantine and Ottoman. Each
has brought its own faiths,
beliefs and traditions, as well
as its own architecture.

Hands & Feet

Russia on Four Wheels

Hands and feet have allowed
us to manipulate and master
the natural world. A team of
anatomists will uncover the
secrets of human hands and
feet, revealing the importance
of two of the most complex
pieces of our anatomy.

With millions of square miles
of land, a wealth of natural
resources, the largest
automobile market in Europe,
diverse borders and trading
partners aplenty, Russia has
the potential to become one
of the richest and most
dynamic nations on Earth.

Hidden Kingdoms
Chipmunks, elephant shrews,
marmosets, scorpion mice,
even giant rhinoceros beetles
all face drama on a different
scale. This series explores
these worlds from a new and
unique perspective.

Things You Need to Know
Series 2
Uncovers the inner workings
of your brain, Einstein's
biggest mistake, the birth of
the world’s strongest material
and the future of travel. Each
programme poses key
questions and answers about
things you need to know.

SAVE UP TO 35% ON LIST PRICES
Buy 2 episodes to receive a 15% discount on your order; Buy 3 episodes
for a 25% discount; Buy 4 episodes or more for a 35% discount.
Browse Our Collection

DISTRIBUTION QUESTIONS
For further information about intranet video distribution within your
institution or for online use please see Frequently Asked Questions
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